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By Anoushka Sabnis

Partridge India, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. In January 2016, a young girl of nine was asked by her mother, What s your New
Year resolution? Excited at the thought, she responded, Can we discuss this, Mom? After the
discussion came out a list of twenty interesting things she could do. Of the many things on the list,
one was to write one poem every month. The little girl started writing, and as she wrote her initial
few poems, she started enjoying it, and yes, she certainly did not stop at twelve poems. Her love for
poetry kept growing every week, and she wrote fifty-two poems over fifty-two weekends of the
year! This book is a collection of those poems--poems that are funny, scary, mystical, hilarious,
thoughtful, inspiring, wishful, naughty, conversational, introspective, and relatable across age
groups! The use of language is simple yet stimulating. At the end of each poem is a personalized
footnote by Anoushka explaining the rhyming scheme and technique used and her own thoughts
behind writing the particular poem. Once Upon a Verse is the journey of a young girl discovering a
hidden talent. It is...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and beneficial one. It really is simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 percent from the ebook. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this ebook.
-- Bridie Stracke DDS-- Bridie Stracke DDS

This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Ken Watsica-- Ken Watsica
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